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A model for recognition memory:
REM-retrieving effectively from memory

RICHARD M.SHIFFRIN and MARK STEYVERS
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana

Anew model of recognition memory is reported. This model is placed within, and introduces, a more
elaborate theory that is being developed to predict the phenomena of explicit and implicit,and episodic
and generic, memory. The recognition model is applied to basic findings, including phenomena that
pose problems for extant models: the list-strength effect (e.g.,Ratcliff,Clark, & Shiffrin,1990), the mir
ror effect (e.g.,Glanzer & Adams, 1990), and the normal-ROC slope effect (e.g., Ratcliff, McKoon, & Tin
dall, 1994). The model assumes storage of separate episodic images for different words, each image
consisting of a vector offeature values. Each image is an incomplete and error prone copy of the stud
ied vector. For the simplest case, it is possible to calculate the probability that a test item is "old,"and
it is assumed that a default "old"response is given if this probability is greater than .5.It is demonstrated
that this model and its more complete and realistic versions produce excellent qualitative predictions.

The authors have been working with Jeroen Raaij
makers and Lael Schooler' to develop a new theory of
memory that borrows certain elements from the SAM
model (e.g., Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984; Raaijmakers &
Shiffrin, 1980, 1981; Shiffrin, Ratcliff, & Clark, 1990),
the MINERVA model (Hintzman, 1998), the model of
Humphreys, Bain, and Pike (1989), and a number of
other extant models. Its initial development borrows a
conception put forward in John Anderson's Rational
model (Anderson, 1990) and its application to explicit
recognition is similar to a model developed in parallel
and independently by McClelland and Chappell (1994).
The new theory is aimed to predict phenomena of ex
plicit and implicit, and episodic and generic (semantic),
memory. lt is termed REM (standing for retrieving ef
fectively from memory).

The main goal of this article, however, is much more
limited: to present in detail the portion of the theory that
is needed to generate predictions for some basic phenom
ena ofexplicit, episodic, recognition memory. The restric
tion to explicit recognition may seem severe, but there
exists a large and reliable database in this case. In addi
tion, the basic mathematical form that underpins the gen
eral theory is justified by derivations for this case.
Finally, the model for explicit recognition is both simple
and powerful, able to predict qualitatively a number of
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basic phenomena that have proved difficult to handle
within extant models. These phenomena include (1) list
strength-the fact that strengthening some list items
does not harm and may help recognition of other list
items (e.g., Ratcliff, Clark, & Shiffrin, 1990; Shiffrin
et aI., 1990); (2) the mirror effect-a factor that improves
recognition and simultaneously raises the hit rate and
lowers the false alarm rate (e.g., Glanzer & Adams, 1990);
and (3) the NRS effect (normal ROC slope, also called
the z-ROC slope by some)-the fact that the ratio of the
spread of the distractor distribution to the spread of the
target distribution is less than one and does not change
markedly with variations in length, strength, and word
frequency (e.g., Ratcliff, McKoon, & Tindall, 1994).
None of the extant models of recognition memory have
proved fully adequate to deal with even this limited set of
phenomena. For example, the SAM model gives perhaps
the simplest and most complete account of the major phe
nomena of explicit recognition and recall, but even its
most recent variant, designed to handle the list strength
findings, provides no convincing account ofmirror effects
and has a variety of potential problems when applied to
NRS effects.

For ease ofexposition, we will begin by applying a sim
plified form of the REM model to episodic recognition
memory. Although this is a stripped down version of
REM, its assumptions allow precise derivations, and its
structure is sufficient to predict the basic phenomena of
recognition memory. Wewill defer discussion ofbasic rec
ognition phenomena until we introduce their prediction
by the model. After that we will introduce more complex
and more realistic versions of REM, applying each of
them to the same set of recognition phenomena. The re
lation of REM to extant models will begin our conclud
ing discussion, followed by a brief sketch of the way the
recognition model fits into the more general theory, and
the directions of some extensions.

Copyright 1997 Psychonomic Society, Inc.
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REM.1
The Basic Model

Representation
Memory consists of separate images; each is repre

sented as a vector of feature values, V. The absence of
knowledge about a feature is represented by the value
zero, and knowledge ofa feature is represented by posi
tive integers, these values differing in their environmen
tal base rates. The distribution of environmental base
rates has been chosen for simplicity to be geometric.?
based on a parameter, g:

P[V= j] = (I - g)J-'g, j = 1, ... ,00. (I)

The lexical/semantic representation ofa word consists
ofw non-zero feature values (in our simulation, w was set
to 20, a number small enough to allow the simulations to
operate at reasonable speeds); different features within a
word, and different words, have feature values that are
generated independently according to Equation 1. Al
though word frequency effects will be introduced and
discussed later, rigor requires us to list here the following
assumption: High-frequency words have more common
feature values than low-frequency words do, and hence
they are generated with a higher value ofg, gH' than are
low-frequency words, gL'

Storage
An episodic image is stored as a result of studying a

word in a list; the stored episodic vector is an incomplete
and error prone copy of the studied word vector. Each
unit of time that a word is studied, there is a probability
u* that something will be stored for each feature, given
that nothing has yet been stored for that feature (once a
value is stored, it is not changed thereafterj.' If some
thing is stored for a feature, its value is copied correctly
from the studied vector with probability c; with proba
bility I-c, the stored value is chosen randomly accord
ing to Equation I (allowing the possibility ofaccidentally
choosing the correct value for storage)." In our simula
tions, we have allowed 10 units of storage time for slow
(or strong, or multiple) presentations, and 7 units of stor
age time for fast (or weak, or single) presentations. Note
that repetitions ofa word within a list are treated as a sin
gle slow presentation, resulting in storage ofa single epi
sodic image.>

Retrieval
The probe vector consists ofa word vector that either

has been studied (a target) or has not been studied (a dis
tractor). The probe (a vector of 20 feature values) is
matched in parallel to the episodic images of the n words
on the list. The resultant data, D, is a set of D), j = I,
... , n. D) is obtained by aligning the feature values of the
probe and image j, and noting values of those positions
whose values match and those positions whose values
mismatch (ignoring feature positions where the image
contains no value). An episodic image that has been stored

during an earlier presentation of the word currently pre
sented is termed an s-image (s for same). An episodic
image that has been stored during presentation of any
word other than the word currently presented is termed a
d-image (d for different).

The critical part of the matching process between a
probe and image I)consists of calculation ofa likelihood
ratio, A·: the probability that D) would have been observed
ifimag~ I;was an s-image, divided by the probability that
D) would have been observed if image I; was ad-image.
This calculation takes into account the environmental base
rates of the feature values making up D) (based on the
long-run environmental base rates, but not knowledge of
the experimental manipulations, such as whether the list
contained high- or low-frequency words). A) plays the role
in REM that the "product of retrieval strengths" or "ac
tivations" plays in the SAM model (e.g., Gillund & Shiff
rin, 1984; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980). In addition, A)
takes the role of activations or match values in global
matching models such as MINERVA (e.g., Hintzman,
1988), the MATRIX model (e.g., Humphreys, Pike, Bain,
& Tehan, 1989), TODAM (e.g., Murdock, 1982), and
CHARM (e.g., Eich, 1982). A related likelihood calcula
tion is utilized in a similar model developed in parallel to
the present one-the recognition model originally reported
in the 1994 Psychonomic Society meetings by McClel
land and Chappell (1994); we will say a bit more about
this model in the discussion. Justification for use of the
A) in REM is based on the following Bayesian derivation.

Bayesian Decision
Based on the set of D), the system uses Bayes rule to

calculate the probability that the test word is "old" (i.e.,
represented in the set ofactivated images), as opposed to
"new." It is assumed that the calculated probability (or
odds) corresponds to the feeling of "familiarity" of an
item and is used to produce a recognition decision." As
a default, in the absence ofpayoffs, instructions, or other
factors providing a reason to do otherwise, an "old" de
cision is given if this probability is greater than .5 (i.e.,
the odds are greater than 1.0; see below, under Calcula
tions). This calculation is a normative one. The decision
that is made is the best one possible, given the data avail
able and the assumptions regarding storage error. It is for
this reason that the word effective is used in the REM de
scription. This general idea has been used in signal
detection-based theories of perception for many years,
and in memory recently by John Anderson (e.g., 1990).

We do not necessarily argue that the system calculates
probabilities in principle, only that the system has evolved
to retrieve efficiently. Furthermore, we would find it
hard to believe that a real system evolved to handle the de
mands of an artificial empirical recognition paradigm.
Nonetheless, a real system may well have evolved to find
matches to the memory probe, and our normative model
may therefore provide important insights into the func
tional form of the calculations that such a system uses to
carry out retrieval. It is just this point that gives the pre-



Calculations
It is convenient to calculate the odds in favor of an old

over a new test item (the odds equal the probability that
the test item is old divided by the probability that the test
item is new). The sequence ofderivations is straightfor
ward, and the derivations for Equations 2, 3, and 4A and
4B are given in Appendix A. Here, we simply give the final
results. Let <I> be the odds. It can be shown that:

sent approach an advantage over most previous process
models ofmemory. The assumptions ofprevious models
have been chosen for practical or functional reasons. The
assumptions of SAM, for example (in which each cue
has a strength to a given image, and image activation is
the product of these strengths), were chosen to have cer
tain desired properties, such as interactive cue combina
tion. However, the mathematical form chosen for SAM
was fairly arbitrary, and many other forms could have
had similar desirable properties. The probability approach
taken here provides a principled reason for using a par
ticular functional form.

Let Vk denote the value of the kth feature in the test
word. Let Vkj denote the value of the kth feature in thejth
image. For a given image, let M represent the set of fea
ture indices (i.e., their positions in the vector) for which
the nonzero feature values match the probe; let Qbe the
set of feature indices for which the nonzero feature val
ues mismatch the probe. Let Pkm(i) == the probability that
feature value i would have been stored in position k given
that this image is an s-image, the probe feature in posi
tion k has value i, and some value is stored. Let Pkq(i) ==
the probability that feature value i would have been
stored in position k given that this image is an s-image,
the probe feature in position k has some value other than
i, and some value is stored. Let Pkii) == the probability
that feature value i would have been stored in position k
given that this image is a d-image and some value is
stored. Then, for any given image (the subscript denot
ing the image is suppressed for simplicity),

,1,= n [Pkm(i)]n [Pkq(i)]. (3)
kEM Pkd(i) kEQ Pkd(i)

The AS can also be written in terms of the parameters
c (the probability of copying a stored feature correctly)
and g (determining the geometric base rates for feature
values):

A
j

== n [c+(l-C)g(l~~(k,-l] n. [l-c]' (4A)
kEM, g(l- g) I kEQ,

It is convenient to rewrite Equation 4A in the follow
ing form. Let njq == number of all nonzero mismatching
features in thejth image, regardless of value, and nijm ==

I n
<1>==- ~ A·s: J'

n j=!
(2)
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the number of nonzero features in the jth image that
match the probe value and have value i. Then

A ==(l_c)njq n= [c+O_C)gO_g)l-l]n,jm (4B.)
) (I )J-l1=1 g-g

It should be noted that in Equations 4A and 4B, only
the values of the matching features turn out to be rele
vant; for mismatching features, neither the value in the
image or the probe is utilized.

These results are remarkably simple, consisting (in
Equation 2) of a sum of the likelihood ratios for each
image, divided by the number of images. It might be
thought that such a simple result would lend itself to ex
plicit derivations, but this turns out not to be the case,
because the exponents on the terms in Equation 4 are ran
dom variables with complex distributions. Nonetheless,
Equations 2 and 3 or 4 lend themselves readily to simu
lation methods.

A Numerical Example
It may clarify matters to work through a simple exam

ple in exactly the sequence of events utilized in the sim
ulation. Assume a word is represented by four content
features, and that there are two such words presented in a
list. The two words are assumed to be of high frequency,
and hence have feature values generated with gH == .45.
In the example, we assume that there is enough presen
tation time so that each feature of each word gets 2 stor
age attempts, and the probability of storing a value for a
feature on each attempt is u* == .5. The probability of
copying correctly a feature that is being stored is c == .7.
Later, one distractor, and one target, are presented suc
cessively for old-new recognition judgments. The calcu
lations of Equation 4 are based on the long-run base rate
value ofg == .4.

Figure I illustrates the sequence of events. The first
row shows the vectors representing the two words; each
of these feature values was generated independently from
Equation I, with gH == .45. The next two rows show the
results of the two attempts at storage for each word. In
all, two features were stored for Word I (both correct)
and three for Word 2 (two correct and one incorrect-a
new choice from Equation I resulted in the incorrect value
of 2 being stored for Feature I). The first test word is a
distractor. Its features are generated with Equation I, with
g == .45, since we assume that all study and test words are
high frequency. The resultant vector is matched in paral
lel to the two episodic images; for Image I, there are one
matching feature (with value 3) and one mismatching
feature (remember that the values of mismatching fea
tures do not enter into the calculations); for Image 2, there
are one matching feature (with value 2) and two mismatch
ing features. Note that these factors are calculated with
the value ofg known to the system: .4. Each feature con
tributes a factor to the likelihood ratio (as indicated in
Equation 3, or Equation 4A), and these factors are given
in the next row; note that any mismatch contributes a
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Numerical example
Two words studied with four features each

two words generated from I 6 1 1 3 II 3 2 1 1 Ieq. 1 with gh=0.45

two timesteps to store each
feature, with u· = 0.5, I 0 1 0 0 II 0 0 0 0 I(t=l)
p( copy )=c=0.7

episodic imagesstored I 0 1 0 3 II 2 2 1 0 1(t=2)

test of distractor,feature
I 2 3 4 3 Ivalues from eq. 1

parallel match to images:
I 0 lq 0 3mll 2m 2q lq 01(rnernatch:q=mismatch)

probability ratio for
I 1 .3 1 5.1611 3.22 .3 .3 1 Ieach feature (usingg=.4)

A. (=product within image) A.1 = 1.55 "-2 = .29

~ (=odds) ~ = (1/2)(A.l+A.2)=(1/2)(1.555+.29)=.92

decision
~ < 1.0,so respond 'new' (correct rejection)

test of target, feature I 6 1 1 3 Ivalues from studiedword 1

parallel match to images:
I 0 1m 0 3ml12q 2q 1m 01(mernatch; q=mismatch)

probability ratio for
11 2.05 1 5.1611.3 .3 2.05 1 Ieach feature (usingg=.4)

A. (=product within image) A.1 = 10.58 A.2 = .18

~ (=odds) ~ = (1/2)(A.l +~)=(1/2)(1 0.58+.18)=5.38

decision
~ > 1.0,so respond 'old' (hit)

Figure 1. A numerical example illustrating the storage of two words, and the operation of
recognition for a distractor and a target, for the model designated REM.I. See text for a de
scription of the entries.

value of l-c = .3, whereas matches contribute a value
that increases with the value of the feature (since high
values are unlikely and hence are highly diagnostic; they
tend not to match by chance). Although the derivations
of Equations 3 and 4A are given in Appendix A, it may
be useful to show where the values of 5.16 and .3, say,
arise in our example. The matching value of3 must have
occurred by chance for a d-image and could have oc
curred by chance (in the case of a storage error) for an
s-image; in both cases the probability ofa chance match
is g(l-g)(3-1) = .4(.6)2 = .144. For an s-image, the
probability of a matching value of 3 must include the
possibility of correct storage of the feature value:
c+(l-c)(.144) =.7 + .3(.144) = .7432. The ratio is
.7432/.144 = 5.16. In the case of a mismatch (say, with
values of 1 and 3, as in our example), we know that the

stored value could not have been a copy ofthe test value,
and must have been a random choice according to Equa
tion 1, regardless of whether this was an s-image or a
d-image. The probability ofrandom storage for ad-image
is 1.0, and for an s-image is 1-c = .3, regardless of the
values involved, giving a ratio of .3.

The overall likelihood ratio for an image is calculated
from the product of these feature ratios (corresponding
to the use of Equation 4A or 4B), and these A.S are given
in the next row. The A.S are then inserted into Equation 2,
producing odds given in the next row that are less than
1.0, so a "new" response is given. This response is cor
rect, since a distractor had been tested. Note that this cor
rect rejection is made even though the likelihood ratio
for the first image alone is greater than 1.0, because the
division by n (2 in this case) appropriately and correctly
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A Note on Performance Measures

It is often assumed that recognition is based on a mea
sure like summed activation, or familiarity. The famil
iarity distributions for targets and distractors are usually
assumed to be normally distributed (with means J.l t and
J.ld' and standard deviations at and ad)' as illustrated in
Figure 2a. Whatever the shape of the distributions, the
subject is assumed to select a criterion C along the famil-

Figure 2. Analysis of recognition memory according to signal
detection theory. Panel a: normally distrihuted target and dis
tractor distributions of familiarity, with means ILl and ILd' and
standard deviations u l and u d ' and response criterion, C. P(H) is
the area under the target distribution to the right of C; P(F) is the
area under the distractor distribution to the right of C. Panel b:
several response criteria, C l to C7 • Panel c: receiver-operating
characteristic function (ROC) with points corresponding to the
criteria in panel b. Panel d: ROC in panel c replotted on gauss
ian axes (z-ROC); the slope of the z-ROC is the standard devia
tion ratio for distractors to targets, equal to udlul • When empir
ical slope estimates are obtained, or when a similar analysis is
carried out for distributions that are not normal, the best fitting
slope is termed the NRC (for normal ROC slope).

takes into account the increased probability of an image
matching by chance as n increases. This whole process
repeats for the test of the target (Studied Word 1). In this
case, the two matching features for Image 1 provide
quite strong evidence, producing a high likelihood ratio
(10.58). Even after averaging in the low likelihood ratio
for the second image (0.18), the odds are above 1.0, so
an "old" response is given. This response is again correct
(a "hit").

In the actual simulations, longer study and test lists
are used, and the process of presenting a list and of test
ing targets and distractors is repeated a large number of
times (usually enough to produce 20,000 data points per
condition). With this number of pseudodata points, the
distributions of the number ofmatching features and their
values, and the number ofmismatching features, are quite
well specified, and the resultant predictions derived from
analyzing the pseudodata are quite accurate.

iarity axis, and respond "old" if the observation on a trial
is greater than the criterion, and "new" otherwise. The
hit probability is the probability of saying "old" when a
target is presented; in Figure 2a, this is the shaded area
above the criterion under the target distribution. The
probability of a false alarm is the probability of saying
"old" when a distractor is presented; in Figure 2a, this is
the shaded area above the criterion under the distractor
distribution.

The usual performance measure is d': the distance be
tween the means ofthe target and distractor distributions
divided by the standard deviation of the distractor distri
bution. If the standard deviations for the target and dis
tractor distributions are equal, and if the distributions are
normal, one can derive d' from the observed hit and false
alarm probabilities by using normal probability tables.
Even when the distributions are not assumed or pre
dicted to be normal and the standard deviations are not
assumed or predicted to be equal, it is common practice
to compute a d' value in the standard way as a convenient
measure of performance. (As we shall see, REM does not
predict normality or equality,but predicts that d' calculated
in the standard way is higher when the vector is longer,
the number of storage attempts is larger, c is larger, or g
is smaller).

The subject's choice of a criterion can be manipulated
experimentally, by use ofdifferential payoffs, or instruc
tions to use confidence ratings. Figure 2b shows several
such criteria, spaced along the familiarity axis. Each cri
terion gives rise to a hit rate and a false alarm rate. These
can be plotted as an ROC curve in a graph with hit prob
ability along one axis and false alarm probability along
the other axis, as in Figure 2c. It is useful to plot such
curves on a graph with normally transformed axes, as in
Figure 2d. If the underlying distributions are normal, this
curve will be linear, with a slope giving the ratio of the
distractor standard deviation to the target standard devi
ation. Even when the distributions are far from normal,
the normal ROC curve can be close to linear (as is the case
for REM), and in such cases a linear regression is fit to
the curve and a slope obtained. This slope will not usu
ally equal the actual ratio of standard deviations when
the distributions are not normal, so we will term the
slope the NRS (for normal ROC slope; the term z-ROC
slope has been used; but we decided to use new termi
nology, lest there be any tendency to infer that the slope
may represent a ratio of standard deviations).

Applications
Despite the simplicity ofthis version ofthe REM model,

it can provide enlightening predictions for basic phe
nomena ofrecognition memory. This section gives typi
cal data along with predictions of the model. The simu
lations use the following parameter values: w = 20 word
features, u* = .04 per storage attempt, t = 10 storage at
tempts for strong words, and t = 7 storage attempts for
weak words, gH = .45 for high-frequency words, gL =
.325 for low-frequency words, c = .7, and g = .4. These

Z( F)

c

b
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DATA REM.1&2 REM.3 REM.4 REM.S

o 80

List Length
Figure 3. List length data and predictions. List lengths for

models = 4, 10, 20, 40, 80 (single words, whether or not words
are presented in pairs). Row I, d'; row 2, P(H) (upper points) and
P(F) (lower points); row 3, SDR. Column I, rows 1 and 2, data
from Murnane & Shiffrin (199Ib, Experiment I; n = 10 and 30
five-word sentences); row 3, data from Ratcliff et al, (1994, Ex
periment 3; n = 8 and 32 word pairs). Columns 2-5: predictions
from various REM models (see text).

List Length
I. Performance (i.e., d') is quite reliably lower for

longer lists (Figure 3, row I, panel I shows typical find
ings, in this case taken from Murnane & Shiffrin, 1991b,
Experiment I; the abscissa refers to the numbers of five
word sentences that were studied: 10, and 30). These
findings occur even when care is taken to eliminate any
contamination ofthe results by retrieval from short-term
memory, inhibition increasing during the test period, or
differential study-test lags (e.g., Gronlund & Elam, 1994;
Murnane & Shiffrin, 1991b). All extant models predict
such a result, for various and differing reasons.

REM predicts list length effects basically because
each additional list word introduces an additional chance
ofmatching the test word well by accident, regardless of
whether the test word is a target or distractor (a more tech
nical answer will be given shortly). The REM predic
tions for list lengths (number of words) of 4, 10,20,40,
and 80, for strong high-frequency words (i.e., t = 10, and
gH = .45), are given in Figure 3, row I, panel 2.

2. A mirror effect is usually seen: When performance
is lower, in this case for longer lists, the hit rate drops and
the false alarm rate rises (Figure 3, row 2, panel I shows
typical results, from Murnane & Shiffrin, 199 Ib, Exper
iment 1). Extant models are capable of predicting such a
result because they are free to adjust the criterion for dif
ferent lists. They usually provide no reason why the sub
ject should adjust the criterion in the required way (cf.
Hintzman, Caulton, & Curran, 1994).

REM predicts a mirror effect without adjusting the
criterion for different lists. We assume that, in the ab
sence of a good reason not to do so, the criterion is left
at the default value derived from the Bayesian approach:
odds of 1.0. Why then do changes in length produce a
mirror effect? The short answer is that the Bayesian ap
proach is designed to produce mirror effects, because the
decision is based on the calculation of the odds that the
test word is old, and half the test words are old. The long
answer is moderately technical and will be deferred until
the distributions of likelihood ratios are discussed in the
next section. The REM predictions are given in Figure 3,
row 2, panel 2.

3. The normal ROC curve is usually linear, with a slope
(i.e., of the NRS) ofless than 1 (usually about .8). There
is some debate about the constancy of these slopes as
conditions vary (see, e.g., Glanzer, Adams, Iverson, &
Kim, 1993; Glanzer & Kim, 1997; Ratcliff et al.,1994;
and Ratcliff, Sheu, & Gronlund, 1992). The issue is of
some importance, because current models predict either
slopes of 1.0, or slopes of less than 1.0 that change sub
stantially with list length (see, e.g., Gronlund & Elam,
1994).7 Although changes in NRS are at most small in
magnitude (almost always .1 or less), whatever changes
there are may depend on the amount of training and test
ing given a subject. For subjects receiving only moder
ate training or less, the conditions that produce higher
accuracy usually produce a lower NRS (with the appar
ent exception of repetition; see Glanzer & Kim, 1997).
This pattern appears to hold for length also: shorter lengths
produce a higher d' and lower NRS (Gronlund & Elam,
1994). In any event, we illustrate NRS values as a function
oflength in Figure 3, row 3, panel I with data from Rat
cliffet al. (1994, Experiment 3; n = 8 and 32 word pairs).

The REM predictions are shown in the second panel
of row 3 of Figure 3: the NRS is lower than 1.°and has
values that are fairly constant at about the level seen in
the data. It is critical to note that the REM predictions are
derived in the same way that the empirical NRS is ob
tained: the odds distributions for targets and distractors
are obtained via simulation, several criteria are assumed
(the natural logarithms of the criteria are: -1.0, -0.8.

<, ------~ ----- ----
..... -----. ----- ---- -----.
..-- ...----- .........- .---
.... ---- --- ... .---

3

"'0
2
1

0

1
0-a.

0
en 1
cr:
Z
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values were not chosen to match data quantitatively via
some sort ofparameter search. We checked a few sets of
values and chose these because they give d' values that
align very roughly with the broad and reliable trends typ
ical of recognition data. Our aim in this article is to illus
trate the degree to which the basic structure of the model
predicts such data patterns.

The figures that show data and predictions of the cur
rent model and its later variants and extensions are ar
ranged as follows: A given figure shows the prediction for
some paradigmatic variation, such as list length. The rows
correspond to different phenomena that vary when list
length, say, is varied: row I gives performance measured
by d', Row 2 gives the "hit" probability [pCold) for tar
gets, termed P(H)], and the false alarm probability [pCold)
for distractors, termed P(F)]. Row 3 gives the normal ROC
slope, NRS. Within a row, the first panel gives represen
tative data (taken from the literature), and the subsequent
panels give the predictions derived from various versions
ofthe model. Only the second panel in each row (i.e., col
umn 2) is relevant for the present version, REM. I.
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-0.7, -0.2,0,0.2,0.7,1.0,1.25,1.75,2.5), a normal ROC
is plotted, a regression line is fit, and the NRS is the slope
of this line.

To understand the basis for the NRS and mirror effect
predictions better, it helps to examine the shape of the
distributions of the likelihood ratios and the odds. The
distribution of Afor a d-image has a mean of 1.0 (trivial
to prove, as demonstrated in Appendix A), but is ex
tremely skewed toward large values, so that the mode,
median, and most of the area is below 1.0. The distribu
tion of A for s-images has a mean greater than 1.0 (the
mean of 1/Ais 1.0, shown in Appendix A), has an area to
the right of 1.0 that is greater than .5, and it is even more
skewed toward large values. These distributions are so
highly skewed that their graph is not visually enlighten
ing, and we therefore plot them on a log scale. Figure 4A
gives results for a list length of20, and the parameters of
Figure 3 (strong, high-frequency words). The distribu
tions on a log scale are still skewed toward the high val
ues, especially for the s-images. (The irregular pattern is
due to the use of20 features, with the peaks correspond
ing to certain combinations of matching and mismatch
ing feature values).

The distributions of the log odds are plotted in Fig
ure 4b. For distractors, this is the log of the average of n
independent samples from the d-image A distribution;
for targets, one of the d-image samples is replaced by an

s-image sample. For distractors, the average (before tak
ing a log) remains at 1.0, but the variance and skewing
drop as n increases; asymptotically the distractor odds
become normal, centered at 1.0. The change in skewing
forces the portion of the odds distribution above 1.0 to
start at a low value and approach .5 as n increases, ac
counting for the rise in false alarms with n. For targets,
the contribution of the s-image sample is divided by n, so
the target odds distribution starts with high skewing, a
mean greater than 1.0, and an area to the right of 1.0
greater than .5, and very gradually moves down toward
the distractor odds distribution in mean and shape as n
increases, accounting for the drop in hits with n.

Figure 4b makes it visually clear that the spread of the
target odds distribution is greater than the spread of the
distractor odds distribution, consistent with the NRS
findings. The predicted constancy with length shown in
Figure 3 is unexpected at first glance, since a calculation
of the theoretical ratio of standard deviations reveals a
substantial rise with n.8 However, the model predictions
in the figure were derived in the same way as for actual
data, by using different criteria and deriving correspond
ing hit and false alarm rates, as in Figure 4c, producing
a normal ROC, as in Figure 4d, and fitting a regression
line. This procedure is of course much less sensitive to
the shape of the extreme tails than is the ratio of standard
deviations.
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Figure 4. Panel a: distribution oflog likelihood ratios for s-images (filled bars) and d-images (open bars), for the pa
rameters used in Figure 3 (strong high-frequency words) and list length = 20. Panel b: distribution of log odds, corre
sponding to panel a. Panel c: ROC for the distributions in panels a and b: probability of a hit, P(H), graphed against
probability of a false alarm, P(F). Panel d: z-ROC corresponding to panel c (slope = .72 = NRS): the points are those
of panel c graphed on normal transformed axes.
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DATA REM.1&2 REM.3 REM.4 REM.S

Figure 5. Strength and list strength data and predictions.
Mixed weak: weak items from a list of half weak, and half strong
words. Mixed strong: strong items from a list of half weak and
half strong words. Row 1, d', Row 2, P(H) (upper points) and
P(F) (lower points); the two connected values of P(H) represent
words ofequal strength in lists ofdiffering strength. Row 3, NRS.
Column 1, rows 1 and 2: data from Ratcliff et al, (1994, Experi
ment 4; 2-sec and 5-sec study times). Row 3: data from Ratcliff
et al. (1992, Experiment 1, I-sec and 5-sec study times). Columns
2-5: predictions from various REM models (7 units of study for
weak, and 10 units of study for strong). (See text.)

Strength and List Strength
I. Slower presentations, or more repetitions, increase

d', a universal finding illustrated in Figure 5, row I,
panel I with data from Ratcliffet al. (1990, Experiment 4).
The relevant data here are given in the points within the
panel that are labeled "pure weak" and "pure strong."
Pure weak refers to words all presented quickly (or singly).
Pure strong refers to words all presented slowly (or mul
tiply, in spaced repetitions). All models predict such a
main effect of strength, for various reasons. The simula
tion results in Figure 5, row I, panel 2 are for a list length
of 40, for high-frequency words (gH = .45, but note that
the calculations at retrieval are based on the base rate
value of g = .4). Words on pure weak lists are assumed
to have 7 storage attempts. Words on pure strong lists are
assumed to have 10 storage attempts. REM reproduces
the observed pattern of results because storage of more
features tends to increase the likelihood ratio for an
image of the test word (an s-image) and decrease the
likelihood ratios for images of other words (d-images).

2. Stronger other items do not harm recognition of an
item, and may help. Representative data from Ratcliff
et al. (1990, Experiment 4) are shown in Figure 5, row I,
panel I, in the comparison of the data points on the left
side to each other, and in the comparison of the data
points on the right side to each other. The central data
points, labeled "mixed weak" and "mixed strong," come
from a list with the same number of different words as
for the pure lists, but half of the words are presented

quickly, and half slowly (or twice). Weak words in mixed
lists have stronger other words on their list than do words
in pure weak lists; words in pure strong lists have
stronger other words on their lists than do strong words
in mixed lists. If strengthening items, or repeating items,
has the same effect as does adding more items to the list,
then stronger other items ought to hurt performance; but
this does not occur.

This finding has been termed the list strength effect
by Ratcliff et al. (1990). (More accurate would be the ter
minology list strength noneffect, or even list strength re
verse effect.) Shiffrin et al. (1990) demonstrated that a
number of extant models do not predict this result, in
cluding the then current version ofSAM, largely because
these models predict that extra strength will have the
same qualitative effect as do extra items. They amended
SAM by adding a differentiation assumption: the ten
dency for a word cue to activate an image of a different
word drops as the strength of storage of that image rises
(the idea being that the dissimilarity ofthe cue and image
becomes more evident when the image is stronger); this
effect was offset by an increase in the tendency for the
context cue to activate the same image. The structure of
the REM model automatically produces an effect of dif
ferentiation, because stronger words have more features
stored, and hence their images are less confusable with
the test word, when the two are not the same word.

To apply REM to the mixed list paradigm, it is as
sumed that the mixed list of 40 high-frequency words
comprises 20 weak words (7 storage attempts each) and
20 strong words (10 storage attempts each). It is assumed
that the "system" is unaware of the experimental manip
ulation of strength, and that it carries out calculations as
if the list words had been presented at equal (but un
known) strength (i.e., Equations 2, 3, and 4 are applied
without alteration). The resultant REM predictions for
d' are given in Figure 5, row I, panel 2, and they appear
quite close to the observed pattern.

The list strength findings have proved difficult to han
dle for most models. As has been stated above, Shiffrin
et al. (1990) added a differentiation assumption to SAM
to handle the results. McClelland and Chappell (1994)
used a model similar to REM; it predicts the findings for
similar reasons: stronger different items have more mis
matching features and contribute less likelihood; this is
of course a form of differentiation. Chappell and Hum
phreys (1994) presented a neural net model that will be
described later; essentially, it predicts the effect because
the association between the context and an item's repre
sentation is assumed to increase only at the first presen
tation, or only once regardless of study time. As opposed
to differentiation, this assumption seems to have been
added primarily to produce the observed list strength find
ing. All these approaches share an assumption that dif
ferent words have separate memory traces, and that rep
etitions ofwords, even at spaced intervals, produce storage
effects that are superimposed in the same trace.?

3. A mirror effect is typically observed: stronger items
have higher hit rates and lower false alarm rates. as the
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with mixed list data from Glanzer and Adams (1990, Ex
periment 2). This is the prototypical mirror effect studied
by Glanzer and his colleagues in many settings. In ex
tant models, it can only be explained in ad hoc fashion,
usually by assuming that the subject or system assesses
the frequency of the test word and then adjusts the crite
rion (or, in the case of the model of Glanzer & Adams,
1990, the likelihood ratios) so as to produce the observed
effects.

REM predicts a mirror effect using its single default
criterion of odds of 1.0, as in Figure 6, row 2, column 2.
Several factors are operating together to produce the pre
dictions: (I) High-frequency words have more common
features, so the matching values for s-images tend to be
smaller and more probable, reducing the likelihood ratio.
(2) Factor one is larger than a compensating factor:
s-images of high-frequency words have slightly more
matching feature values, because errors in storage tend
to produce common values, increasing the probability of
accidentally matching a high-frequency feature value
(since these tend to be common also). (3) The situation
with d-images is different. There are only chance matches
of feature values in these cases. However, when the test
word has more common values, there will be a slight in
crease in the number of chance matches, increasing the
likelihood ratio. 10

3. The NRS is less than one, perhaps higher for high
than for low-frequency words. Mixed list data from Rat
cliffet al. (1994, Experiments 4 and 5), are shown in Fig
ure 6, row 3, panel 1; such data pose problems for a num-

Figure 6. Word frequency data and predictions. Row 1: d':
Row 2: P(H) (upper points) and P(F) (lower points). Row 3: NRS.
Column 1, rows 1 and 2: d'; and hit and false alarms, respectively,
from Glanzer and Adams (1990, Experiment 2, mixed list). Col
umn 1, row 3: NRS data from Ratcliff et al, (1994, Experiments
4 and 5). Columns 2-5: predictions from various REM models
(see text). REM parameters for Column 2 are those of Figure 3,
except t = 10, n = 40, gH = .45, gL = .325.

p

Word Frequency

Natural Language Word Frequency
1. Words of higher frequency are recognized less well

than words of lower frequency, whether or not the high
and low-frequency words are mixed in the study list (for
d' calculations, hit and false alarm rates for words of
equal frequency are utilized). Data for mixed lists are il
lustrated in Figure 6, row I, column I (from Glanzer &
Adams, 1990, Experiment 2).

The literature is filled with factors that might con
tribute to the word frequency effect. The idea that high
frequency words have more common features than low
frequency words is the simplest factor for us to implement
within the present version of REM. In addition, high
frequency words almost certainly have more common
feature values, given that they occur more frequently in
the language by definition. For the purposes of simula
tion thus far, the feature values for all words have been
generated with a gH value of 045, representing high
frequency words. This value can be compared with the
system value ofg of A, used for calculations during re
trieval, representing long-run experience with all words.
For the purposes of producing word frequency predic
tions, a set of low-frequency words is generated with a
value of gL = .325. This will tend to produce lower (more
probable) values for the high-frequency words, so that
the matching feature values for high-frequency words
will tend to be lower in value and contribute less evi
dence in favor of an s-image; in short, d' is lower for high
frequency items because more common feature values
are less diagnostic. The REM predictions for a list of 40
strong words (20 pairs with 10 storage attempts per
word) are given in Figure 6, row 1, column 2.

2. A mirror effect is seen: high-frequency words give
lower hit rates and higher false alarm rates, even in mixed
lists. The effect is illustrated in Figure 6, row 2, column 1

data in Figure 5, row 2, panel 1 from Ratcliffet al. (1990,
Experiment 4) show. Since the criterion can vary between
strong and weak lists, and since for mixed lists the dis
tractors cannot be classified as "strong" or "weak," most
models can predict this mirror effect relatively easily by
assuming appropriate movement of the criterion between
lists. However, the REM model predicts such a mirror
effect without criterion adjustment, using its default set
ting of 1.0 for the odds, as is illustrated in the predictions
shown in Figure 5, row 2, panel 2. The details of the pre
dictions may be off just slightly, but the error is small
enough so that the assessment of this comparison ought
to await quantitative fits of the model.

4. The normal ROC slope (NRS) is less than one. In
the literature, any variation in slope with strength is small
in magnitude. Glanzer and Kim (1997) found a drop in
slope ofabout .1 as strength moved from weak to strong,
possibly related to the fact that their d' values were quite
low, but we illustrate the NRS effect in Figure 5, row 3,
panel I with data from Ratcliffet al. (1992, Experiment I),
which do not show such a drop. These findings are also
difficult for most models to handle, but are predicted quite
well by REM, as in Figure 5, row 3, panel 2.
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ber of models, as pointed out by the authors. The general
form of the data is predicted by REM, as in Figure 6,
row 3, panel 2. Ratcliff et al. (1994) also noted that the
NRS (i.e., z-ROC slope) for high- versus low-frequency
distractors was less than 1.0 (.86), indicating higher stan
dard deviations for low-frequency new words. REM pre
dicts an NRS in this case of 0.82. The higher variability
for low-frequency words is related to the fact that less
common matching values produce some unusually high
likelihood ratios.

Many factors may contribute to the word frequency ef
fect (including the fact that such words have generally
been encountered more recently outside the experiment,
a factor discussed in connection with REM.5). Glanzer
et al. (1993) present a feature sampling account of the
effect that is quite different in kind from the present ap
proach. McClelland and Chappell (1994) discussed one
factor similar to the present feature frequency approach,
and another that could probably be implemented in the
REM framework (this model will be reviewed in the Dis
cussion section). Thus the demonstrations of this section
should be viewed as some evidence for the plausibility of
the feature frequency factor, rather than as evidence
against other approaches.

Assessment
With very little structure and very few parameters, REM

produces qualitatively correct predictions for standard
recognition phenomena, including effects that have posed
great difficulties for current models. Because the model
has been simplified and limited to only a few key pa
rameters, it is possible to see how the essential structure
inherent in the model produces predictions for the key
phenomena. Nonetheless, many of the simplifications are
difficult to defend, so we turn now to models that relax
some of the restrictive assumptions. This will lead us to
more reasonable models, and to models that can be ap
plied to a much wider variety of paradigms. Although it
is usually possible to find normative Bayesian solutions
for these cases, the solutions have such great combina
toric complexity that it is impossible to run the corre
sponding simulations in real time. Therefore, in each of
these cases, simplified mathematical expressions and
approaches are adopted that allow the simulations to be
carried out. The resultant models could be interpreted ei
ther as approximations to a normative model, or as new
models in their own right.

REM.2
Associative Images

For predictions of cued recall, free recall, or associa
tive recognition, among other paradigms, it is important
to allow one word of a studied pair of words to serve as
a cue for retrieval of the other word of the pair. Our first
extension of REM will provide a mechanism by which
such associative storage and recall could occur, but the

extended model will be fit only to the recognition phe
nomena already discussed.

In order to explore issues of association, consider a
paradigm in which n word pairs (i.e., 2n words) are pre
sented for study (in a nonpaired list also, the subject may
of course code and rehearse pairs of items, especially ad
jacent items). Let the studied vector consist of the con
catenation of the separate vectors for the two words pre
sented together (the ordering of the two word vectors will
not matter, as we shall see shortly). As in REM.l, each
word is represented by 20 feature values, so the concate
nated vector consists of 40 feature values.

Storage now proceeds as before, with each feature
having a chance u*of being stored at each storage attempt.
The general theory allows for the possibility of limited
capacity, which could be implemented by placing limits
on the total number of features available to be stored, or
by letting the rate of storage vary inversely with number
of features. However, the present simulation simply lets
storage proceed independently for each part of the two
word vector. The resultant episodic image that is stored
consists of 40 feature positions, many filled with zeroes
(nothing was stored), and some feature values stored
(possibly incorrectly) for each of the two words.

When one word is presented for recognition testing,
its vector oflength 20 is matched in parallel to each ofthe
stored pair images, of length 40. The problem of align
ment now becomes critical, since the test word might
match either ofthe two vectors concatenated in the stored
image. Weassume that the test vector is compared in turn
with each half of the pair vector. Under this assumption,
it is conceptually clear (and easy to show) that the situa
tion with a list of n pairs is identical to one in which the
list has 2n single items. Thus the normative solution for
single-word recognition testing after storage of word
pairs is simply to treat the n pair images as if they con
sist of 2n single images. The odds are just the average of
the 2n likelihood ratios for the 2n part images that make
up the n pair images. The predictions are therefore iden
tical to those shown in column 2 of Figures 3, 5, and 6,
for an equal total number of list words (the number of
pairs presented is one half the total number of words).
Since the predictions ofREM.2 are those of REM. 1, they
are not repeated.

Given these results, one might wonder why the concept
of pair images has been introduced. The answer is of
course to allow associations to be represented in the model.
One obvious application is cued recall. Although we shall
not model recall in this article, it is easy to see how the stor
ing of pair images can enable cued recall to take place: A
probe with one member of a studied pair is likely to match
its own pair image. Ifthis image is sampled (as in the SAM
model of Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980), recovery of the
information in the pair image would provide a basis for re
call of the associated word. A second application of pair
storage occurs when pairs must be recognized, a situation
that occurs in the following section.



REM.3
Superimposition of Similar Images

In order to predict the list strength findings, it was as
sumed that repetitions of a given word are all stored in
the same image. To be precise, two spaced presentations
were treated just as if the word had been presented once
for twice the time (in both cases, 10 storage attempts
compared with 7 for a once-presented, weak, item). Our
theory ought to provide a mechanism through which such
superimposition of spaced repetitions might occur.

We propose the following mechanism: When a word
presented for study calls to mind a previous image, and
when that image matches the presented word features to
a high enough degree, then all storage occurs in the re
covered image, and a new image is not stored.

This general idea is implemented as follows: During
presentation of a given pair during the study phase, the
double-word vector (40 features) is compared with all
pair images already stored. We model the typical study
in which pairs are repeated in the same order. Therefore,
only the presented alignment is used during retrieval to
calculate a likelihood ratio for each image.

The likelihood ratios are then summed and averaged,
as usual, to produce an odds. If the presented pair is rec
ognized as "old" (odds> 1), an attempt is made to find
the previous image. Probably this ought to be done by a
recall process, but that would exceed the scope of this
article. Therefore, we approximated the situation as fol
lows: when a positive recognition decision is made for a
pair, new information is stored in the previous pair image
with the largest likelihood ratio. In this case (i.e., when
the new storage is added to an earlier image), the current
storage attempts are reduced in number (to 3, compared
with 7 that occur during presentation one, consistent
with the view that less storage effort is devoted to words
recognized to be repetitions). When the current word
pair is not recognized as a repetition, it is treated as a
new presentation, and 7 new storage attempts take place.
It should be noted that this procedure will occasionally
result in words being stored in earlier images of differ
ent words.

The simulation was run using the parameters ofREM.1
(or REM.2). Some statistics concerning the numbers of
times that a twice presented word is stored in various types
of images are as follows, for the case of high-frequency
words: The probability that a word pair is stored with its
own earlier image ranges from .92 for n = 8 to .79 for
n = 80, where n is list length. The probability that a first
presented pair is stored with an image of some earlier
presented pair ranges from .03 for n = 8 to .08 for n =
80. The model predictions are given in the third column
of Figures 3, 5, and 6. On the whole, the qualitative ac
cord with the data is again good.'!

The practical and pragmatic complications of using
rules for superimposition of traces are considerable, in
terms of the number of types of images that end up being
stored. These complications impede clear exposition, ex-
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pand the need for data analysis, and slow the simulations
(especially for REM.5, when extralist words are intro
duced into the simulation). For these reasons, and because
the superimposition rules do not much alter the qualita
tive predictions, the subsequent simulations revert to the
simpler assumptions of REM. 1 and REM.2: all repeti
tions within the list are superimposed in a single image.

REM.4
Context Features and Activation Threshold

A "real" episodic memory would contain untold num
bers ofepisodic images (see REM.5 below for an imple
mentation). It seems unlikely that the system would ac
tivate all of these and take them all into account in the
calculations. In addition, if extralist images were incor
porated in the simulation, these would vary in similarity
(feature overlap) on both content and context features,
making normative calculations difficult if not impossi
ble, and likely distorting any attempt at simplification.
It seems evident that matters would be simplified greatly
if a way were found to restrict calculations largely to the
images from the list. Two steps are involved in doing so:
the introduction of context features that vary as time
passes, thereby allowing discrimination of recent items
from older ones, and the introduction of a threshold for
activation. Without the introduction of extralist images,
ofcourse, neither of these additions to REM is required,
since there are no other images from which the list images
need segregation. However, it clarifies the exposition to
add these steps first, and then add extralist images.

Activation Threshold
For an image to be activated, its likelihood ratio must

exceed 'fl'

Context Features
In order to produce sufficient differentiation of list

images from extralist images, one has to combine the
proper degree of context change, context feature diag
nosticity (i.e., the value of g for context features), and the
number of context features. We found it convenient (in
terms oftime to run the simulation) to append 40 context
features to the 40 word features of the previous models,
and to set the g for context features, gc' equal to .2 (used
at both storage and retrieval; we could have used .4, as
for word features, but would then have needed a greater
number ofcontext features). The context features are as
sumed to have a fixed set of values for all the presented
word pairs, and assumed to have the same values for
each test word. Under this assumption, both targets and
distractors share a set of features that have a high prob
ability of matching.

If only list images are activated,and the system "knows"
which are the context features and that these are com
mon to all the activated images, the normative solution
is simple: all the context features should be ignored en-
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tirely, and only the word features should be used to cal
culate likelihood ratios. The obvious drawback ofsuch a
model is the fact that the use of word features alone does
not have the potential to segregate list images from ex
tralist images (which will be needed in REM.5). Thus we
focus on models in which the context features do playa
role in the calculations.

By far the simplest model to implement involves par
titioning the retrieval process into two pieces, with acti
vation of images based on context features only,and recog
nition decisions based on word features only. (Some
alternative approaches are discussed in Appendix B).

The basic idea runs as follows. The subject partitions
the probe set into two sets offeatures: set designatino and
word designating. The set-designating features are used
to activate images in a given region of memory; as a re
sult, all the activated images tend to contain these fea
tures in common. The set-designating features could con
tain both context features and the word features that are
in common to all words on the recent list; in the present
simulation, it is convenient to let them consist of context
features only, since the word features are all assumed to
be independent. In most laboratory studies, the set
designating features tend to remain the same for all test
words during a given test period. The word-designating
features are used to assess whether the corresponding
word is in the activated set of images.

Specifically, a memory probe is first made with only
context features. Equation 4 is used and the threshold 'l'j

applied. The set of images passing threshold is the acti
vated set. Next the word features are used in Equation 4,
applied only to this activated set. Then Equation 2 is
used to produce an odds and make a recognition deci
sion. In order to activate most, but not all, list images
(and, looking ahead, only a few extralist images), a rel
atively high value of 'l', was adopted: e8 (= 2,980.9). For
this value, regardless offrequency, 92% ofthe images of
strong words from the list and 81% of the images of
weak words from the list become activated. As we shall
see, assumptions about context change can be made so
that with this parameter only a few extralist images are
activated. '2 This model does an excellent job. The param
eter values other than 'l', and g, were those of the previous
variants. The predictions are given in column 4 in Fig
ures 3, 5, and 6.

How to think of the "two-phase" approach of REM.4
is an open question. One could take the view that there
are not actually two phases, and that this method is sim
ply an approximation to an optimal Bayesian solution
(see Appendix B). Alternatively, one could argue that
this is a valid model in its own right, but without an im
plication that the two phases occur in temporal order
(with each taking measurable time). Finally, one could
take the view that this is a model with two successive
phases, each taking measurable time. We will not try to
discuss this issue in this article.

REM.5
Approximating a "Real" Episodic Memory

With Extralist Images

Although the images considered thus far have been re
stricted to the most recently presented list, memory must
contain untold numbers of other episodic images. When
selective access to images of words on the recent list is
required, presumably the availability and use of context
cues provide the basis for selection. Note that there are
excellent reasons to want at least some prior list images
to join the activated set: in recognition tasks, false alarms
are enhanced for distractors from lists just prior to the
current list; in recall tasks, intrusions are often observed
from lists prior to the current list, in accord with the re
cency of those lists. For example, in Nobel (1996), about
39% of incorrect responses in cued recall were words
from other pairs in the current list, but 28% of intrusions
were words from the immediately preceding list.

We approximated a real set of episodic memories by
storing a sequence of 20,000 images, with context fea
tures whose values gradually drifted over time. Then ad
ditional drift was allowed to occur, and the context was
fixed during presentation and test of the current list.
Storage strength for the extralist words was varied ran
domly, over a relevant range (images with too few fea
tures stored would never reach the likelihood threshold
ofe8, and extralist images with too many features stored
would tend not to reach the threshold because of the drift
in context values). Word frequency was incorporated in
binary fashion: 10,000 words were presented (i.e., stored)
once each-these were defined to be low-frequency
words; mixed randomly with these were 100 words pre
sented (i.e., stored) 100 times each-these were defined
to be high-frequency words. To reduce the complexity of
the simulation, all 20,000 images were stored as separate
images, and no features were added to earlier presented
images (superimposition, and storage in earlier images,
would probably not occur often enough to be a significant
factor, given that the high-frequency items are repre
sented at long intervals with differing contexts). Half the
words to be presented on the list were chosen randomly
from the 10,000 low-frequency words, and half were
chosen randomly from the 100high-frequency words. Half
the distractors at test were chosen randomly from the re
maining low-frequency words, and halfwere chosen ran
domly from the remaining high-frequency words.

Context drift. The 40 context features were assigned
values with Equation 1, with g = .2, and these were as
signed to the first (oldest) word stored. Before each sub
sequent word, each context feature was assumed to have
a small probability (.008) of fluctuation; if fluctuation
occurred, the current value was replaced by a value chosen
at random from the generating distribution (Equation I,
with g = .2). To model the difference between extralist
context and list context, 140 extra time steps of fluctua-



tion were allowed to occur before the context values were
fixed for use in storage and test of the current list.!3

Strength ofstorage. Each image stored was allowed a
randomly assigned number of storage attempts, chosen
from a uniform distribution from 5 to 15.

The other parameter values used for this case were the
same as those of Model REM.4. The predictions are
about equivalent to those for the previous models; they
are shown in the last column of Figures 3, 5, and 6.

The predictions tend to be similar to those for earlier
variants because, on the average, only 4.98 extralist im
ages are activated (about one half of which are high fre
quency). Almost all activated extralist images are due to
recently presented words (in the most recent 100 extra
list presentations). Almost none (.023) of the extralist ac
tivated images are s-images (extralist images of the test
word). The few that are activated are essentially all high
frequency (since these are the only s-images likely to have
occurred in the most recent 100 extralist positions); this
fact contributes slightly to the word frequency effect, but
not to a large enough degree to alter substantially the pat
terns of predictions (see Figure 6).

DISCUSSION

It would have been possible to introduce REM in the
form ofREM.5. Ifthis had been done, it would have been
difficult to determine which assumptions were responsi
ble for the various predictions. By adding assumptions
successively to the basic model, one can see that none of
them are critical: the basic pattern ofpredictions is pres
ent in the simplest form of the model, and the successive
additions to the model do little to alter the predicted pat
terns. It is interesting that very little in the way ofparam
eter adjustment was needed as the successive model vari
ants were introduced (not that there are many parameters
with which to tinker). There is of course no reason why
parameter values should be the same for different mod
els, but the fact that little adjustment was required sug
gests that the basic form of the predictions is quite ro
bust. The reason for this robustness may lie in the fact
that the variants are all reasonable approximations to an
optimal Bayesian solution (though we cannot verify this
speculation at the moment).

It is particularly interesting that the default criterion of
odds of 1.0 proves adequate to produce mirror effects
throughout the series of models. REM. I was derived in
such a way that odds of 1.0 ought to have been the de
fault criterion (for reasons that are discussed in the the
ory of signal detection; see, e.g., Green & Swets, 1974).
However, the variants are implemented not on the basis
of normative solutions, but as approximations based on
simplicity and ease of simulation. To predict accurately,
such approximations could have required a default crite
rion setting at some value other than 1.0; this would not
have been a problem, as long as the value was fixed across
the set of predictions for that model. This has not yet
proved necessary, partly because of the two-phase ap
proach used in REM.4 and REM.5.
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Ofcourse, whatever the default setting for the criterion,
all the REM variants incorporate the assumption that the
subject can move the criterion to other values, if there is
reason to do so. Since list length and strength (for exam
pie) are readily apparent to the subject, it would be no sur
prise if the subject would change the criterion setting
when these factors were varied. However, these factors are
probably specific to experimental studies, and there is lit
tle opportunity in life to learn the correct mapping from
these factors to a criterion setting that would produce mir
ror effects. Thus a theory like the present one in which the
criterion need not move confers certain advantages.

The criterion excepted, the parameters of the model
have thus far been treated as system parameters not under
the control of the subject. Inaddition, with the exception
that word frequency was assumed to be correlated with
feature value base rates (high or low g), the system pa
rameters were not changed across tasks. The general idea
is that the system parameters are learned over develop
mental time and change only slowly. Whether the sub
ject should be allowed some control over their value is a
matter to be explored in the future.

The purpose of this article has not been to fit a partic
ular set ofdata in quantitative fashion, but to demonstrate
the fundamental properties ofa new model. The fact that
this model (actually a variety of model variants) is capa
ble ofreproducing the basic qualitative trends in the recog
nition memory literature with almost no parameter ad
justment and almost no parameters provides a certain
validity to the approach. The fact that a number of these
predictions have been difficult or impossible to obtain
within other models testifies to the promise of the REM
model. A necessary next step, ofcourse, will be the quan
titative application of the model to particular data sets.

We justified the REM approach by arguing that the
system retrieves in "optimal" fashion, at least for the ini
tial variant of the model. In reality, of course, even for
the simplest variant, retrieval is only optimal in light of
the restrictive assumptions concerning what information
is available to the system, and it is at best only approxi
mately optimal for the later variants. Thus we would not
want to argue seriously that our retrieval system is "op
timal." Nonetheless, the use ofan "optimality" approach
provided a principled reason for the functional form of
our model, a form giving a simple and rather elegant de
scription ofa data set that has previously provided head
aches for theorists.

The relation of the present model to other models of
explicit recognition could be the subject of an entire ar
ticle, but it deserves at least a few comments here. The
REM model shares with many models the assumption
that some single value, calculated in parallel over the
stored information for the list words, provides the basis
for a recognition decision. These models include those
assuming separate storage for different episodes, such as
SAM (Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984; Shiffrin et aI., 1990),
MINERVA(Hintzman, 1988), Chappell and Humphreys's
(1994), and McClelland and Chappell's (1994). and those
assuming composite storage, such as the MATRIX model
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(Humphreys et al., 1989), TODAM (Murdock, 1982),
and CHARM (Eich, 1982, 1985). A variety of autoasso
ciative neural net models fall into this category as well
(e.g., that of Chappell & Humphreys, 1994). The present
model seems to be unique among these in having a default
placement of the decision variable (centered about odds
of 1.0), even though the criterion can be moved at will.

A few previous recognition models have incorporated
assumptions allowing the prediction of the list strength
effect-the SAM model, that of McClelland and Chap
pell (1994), and that ofChappell and Humphreys (1994).
(Hintzman's 1988 MINERVA model does not predict this
result, but it could probably be altered to do so, as dis
cussed in Shiffrin et aI., 1990.) The SAM model as
sumed differentiation-stronger images are activated less
strongly by a cue representing a different word (offset
ting an increase in the strength of the context cue to that
image). The REM model incorporates a form of differ
entiation, based on the word features, but does not include
an offsetting effect based on context features (since the
context features are used for activation, but not for cal
culating the odds within the set of activated images).

The model of McClelland and Chappell (1994) (abbre
viated M-C in the following) is in many respects quite
similar to the REM model, particularly in its mathemat
ical form. As in SAM and REM, words are stored in sep
arate images, and repetitions of a word are stored in the
same image. As in REM, likelihood ratios are calculated
for these images. However, in M-C, each image calcu
lates its own odds that it is the test word (whereas in REM
the odds calculation is a global one, that the test item is
one ofthe list words). The separate odds in M-C are com
bined by a simple rule: if any odds value is greater than
some criterion value, respond "old." The difference be
tween REM and M-C, then, is largely conceptual at this
level of analysis: in M-C, each image calculation must
take into account knowledge of the experimental situa
tion, such as the estimated number of words on the list.

In REM, each image calculation is based not on the
experimental situation but on factors that the system
could have been expected to have learned over a lifetime
ofexperience. The rule for combining these (calculating
an average) requires only a count of the total number of
activated images, an internally available quantity, and
there is no explicit need to build in knowledge of the ex
perimental situation in these basic calculations. The sub
ject's experimental knowledge can then be superimposed
on the result of the calculations.

It must be admitted, however, that the mathematical
form of the two approaches is quite similar, with differ
ences largely in the details. Note that M-C uses a plau
sible but arbitrary combination rule and as a result ends
up with a decision scale that is not centered on odds of
1.0, as in REM, but this does not provide a good reason
to prefer one model over the other.

M-C and REM basically account for list length,
strength, and list strength effects in similar ways. M-C
has features with binary values (0 and 1) but can also use
the feature frequency approach to the word frequency ef-

feet, and this is indeed one of the approaches they sug
gest. The other approach that they suggest involves vari
ation of a parameter not present in REM-namely, the
proportion offeatures sampled at test. This approach ap
pears to work for pure lists, but we have some question
whether it will be acceptable in mixed list situations.

The model of Chappell and Humphreys (1994) is rel
atively straightforward in initial conception, although it
is implemented with a welter of special processes, assum
ptions, and parameters. There is a lexicon implemented
as a special kind of autoassociator, which when probed
by inputs does not always converge on a stored word. The
lexicon contains, in effect, separate word traces. The
words in the lexicon are associated to two kinds of pe
ripheral patterns: word features and context features.
Study causes strengthening of the lexical representation
and also strengthening, in principle, of the peripheral as
sociations to the lexical traces. However, in practice, the
word features are not strengthened in association, and
the context features are given just one chance at strength
ening, regardless of study time or repetition. Recogni
tion occurs if the joint use of context features plus word
features causes convergence on some word in the lexicon.
Strength effects occur because of strengthening of the lex
ical representations. Length effects occur because addi
tional context-to-lexicon associations reduce the proba
bility of convergence on any single word. The list strength
effect is built in by assumption, since the context associ
ation to the lexicon does not vary with repetition or study
time. The other interesting feature of this model is the
intersection property: since context selects words from
the lexicon that have been studied in that context, the use
ofcontext features in the probe selects all the list words,
and the word features then try to select the lexical entry
from these. This aspect ofthe model is similar to REM.4.
The complexities ofthe Chappell and Humphreys model
prevent any additional discussion in this article.

TOWARD A GENERAL MODEL OF
GENERIC AND IMPLICIT MEMORY

Free and cued recall tasks, and generic and implicit
memory tasks, all require relatively complete and accu
rate knowledge of words, in addition to the incomplete
and error prone episodic vectors that are used to carry
out episodic recognition. We propose that such general
knowledge is stored in vectors similar to the episodic ones
(albeit more complete and more accurate). Although
they are not different in kind, we term such word vectors
lexical/semantic, and describe a simple means by which
such lexical/semantic vectors can grow from the storage
of multiple episodic storage events:

1. Features are stored in separate images due to the op
eration of attention operations in short-term memory that
help parse experience into episodes.

2. Features are stored in already existing images that
are accessed when an item is presented, if the accessed
images are sufficiently similar to the presented item. There
are two important cases to consider:



2.1. When a word is presented above threshold it will
access its own lexical/semantic image with a probability
approaching 1.0. Storage ofcurrent episodic information
(both context and content features) then occurs in this
lexical/semantic image. Such storage plays a critical role
because it provides the main mechanism for implicit
memory effects. For example, if some current context
features are stored in a word's lexical/semantic vector,
then, when that same word is presented later in a similar
context, the probe features will match their correspond
ing lexical/semantic image better.

2.2. On occasion, the current presentation will access
the episodic image ofan earlier presentation of the same
word. Given sufficient similarity to the present probe,
current event features will be added to this previous
episodic image: this is the critical mechanism by which
episodic images gradually grow to become lexical/ se
mantic images over developmental time.

3. Regardless of any storage that might occur in pre
vious images that are accessed, features are normally
stored in a new episodic image as well. There is, however,
one important exception: when a previous episodic image
is accessed that is not assessed to be substantively dif
ferent from the present storage episode, the current infor
mation is simply added to the previous image, and a new
episodic image is not formed. This assumption is essential
to predict the list strength effect, as described in REM.3.

To summarize, when a word is presented, storage ofat
least some of the current event information usually oc
curs in several kinds of images: in the lexical/semantic
image ofthe presented word, in a previous episodic image
ofthe presented word (given sufficient similarity), and in
a new episodic image (unless a previous episodic image
has very high similarity).

With these assumptions, it is possible to see how a set
oflexical/semantic vectors could develop with experience.
These vectors will of course contain both content and
context features. The context features are extracted from
many events with different feature values, and hence the
context part of the lexical/semantic vector is made up of
a kind of composite context that matches no one identi
fiable situation. Thus these images can appear to the sub
ject to be "decontextualized," The other issue concerns
the way in which errors in storage can be corrected, as a
lexical/semantic image develops. We had assumed in
REM, at least as a first approximation, that a feature once
stored retains its value subsequently. (This assumption
helps explain the phenomenon of "registration without
learning" reported by Hintzman, Curran, & Oppy, 1992,
though this effect will not be modeled in this article.) In
order to allow error correction, however, this assumption
is partially relaxed. We assume that feature values tend
to be retained once stored, but that storage errors can be
corrected through the operation of explicit attention
given the feature in question.

Retrieval from lexical/semantic traces can operate in
much the same way as for episodic traces: based on the
probe features, a likelihood ratio can be calculated for each
image. These likelihood ratios can then subserve retrieval
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in ways that are described in the following sections. A
rather delicate issue concerns the management of re
trieval so that lexical/semantic traces can be accessed at
one moment, and episodic traces at another, so that the
image that best matches the probe does not interfere un
duly with access to other images a moment later. These
matters are also addressed briefly in the following.

EXTENSIONS

We first give a few pointers concerning the way in which
REM might be extended to other explicit, episodic, mem
ory paradigms. For extensions to multiple-item recogni
tion tests and to cued recall, it is useful to direct discus
sion toward a paradigm in which the subject studies a list
of pairs of words, AB, CD, EF, and so forth. Following
such study, the subject can be tested for (1) cued recall,
A-? (2) single-item recognition, A versus X; (3) a vari
ety ofdouble-item recognition tests: AB versus XY (pair
recognition), AB versus AX (one-new), AX versus XY
(one-old), and AB versus CF (associative recognition).

Multiple-Item Recognition Tests

In testing with multiple words, questions concerning
capacity limits become critical. To facilitate discussion,
assume that the set ofstudied context features is {Cs }' of
size Ncs' and that the sets of studied word one and word
two features are {W Is } and {W2s }' ofsizes N Wls and N W2s.
Assume that the sets of features and their numbers used
in the probe at retrieval are corresponding: {Cr }, Ncr' {WIr},

{W2r}, N W1r' N W2r. Up to now, the sets and their sizes
have been assumed to be the same at storage and re
trieval. Further, the sets and their sizes have not varied
depending on the composition ofthe probe set at retrieval
(e.g., whether context is joined by one or two words).
There are, however, both conceptual and empirical rea
sons to believe that there ought to be capacity limitations
as the number of test cues increases. Whether the limits
begin to have effect as low as two words (three cues, in
cluding context) is an open question. One way to instan
tiate a capacity limitation at retrieval involves limiting
the total number of features that can constitute a probe.
Suppose that for single-word testing the probe consists
ofNcr + N Wlr features. For a double-word probe, suppose
that the number offeatures in the probe, Np, is in the range
from Ncr + N Wl r at a minimum to Ncr + N Wl r + N W2r at a
maximum. Whatever the limit, Np ' the subject would
strategically allocate this number among the three types
of features, possibly selecting which features of each
type are in the probe (as well as how many).

We have looked briefly at one model of this sort: for
simplicity, context features were ignored. When two
words are both used in a memory probe, and the order of
the two words is not necessarily the studied order, as
sume that the two words are aligned with a given mem
ory image in both orders; the two resulting likelihood ra
tios are then summed and divided by two, the result
representing the likelihood ratio for the image in ques-
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tion. However, assume that the proportion of the total
features from the two words that can be used in the probe
is gamma, where gamma is between .5 and 1.0 (the un
used features in the joint probe having their values set to
zero). To this point in the article, the only time in which
two words are used together in a probe occurs in REM.3,
during study, when each pair is assessed for recognition.
In REM.3, it was implicitly assumed that gamma was 1.0
(since all the features of both words were used in the
probe).

The simplest assumption for multiple-item recogni
tion testing involves cuing jointly with the available fea
tures of both words. Some preliminary simulations proved
enlightening: when gamma is 1.0 (unlimited cuing capac
ity), performance (d') is much too high for paired testing
relative to single-wordtesting. When gamma is.5 (strongly
shared cuing capacity), performance (d') is too low for
paired, one-new, one-old, and associative recognition rel
ative to single-word testing. Testing ofjust a few interme
diate values of gamma did not reveal a value that would
fit the various cases successfully.

As an alternative model when two words are presented
for recognition, suppose that the subject probes memory
separately with the two words and then combines the re
sults (for example, in one-new testing, a "new" response
could be given if at least one of the words was judged to
be new). Our initial simulations with this approach
showed that performance was qualitatively in line with
data. For associative recognition, of course, such a stra
tegic approach cannot work, because single probes are
all "old" and equally familiar. We suggest that in this case
the subject adopts a different strategy, in which the test
words are used one at a time as cues for cued recall. 14

Cued Recall

Within the general REM framework, a model for cued
recall could be developed that borrowed important com
ponents from the SAM model (e.g., Raaijmakers &
Shiffrin, 1980). However, within REM, the interaction
between retrieval from lexical/semantic and episodic im
ages can be laid out explicitly. Before proceeding, we
propose an additional mechanism to reflect the idea of
"associative encoding" such as the use of mnemonics,
special linking imagery, and the like; in other words, we
wish to allow two (or more) words stored within one
image to be associated to a degree beyond that produced
by their mere co-occurrence. In particular, assume that
some of the features stored when one is studying a pair
ofwords are marked as "associative." Associative mark
ing results from coding strategies and builds up as time
spent in coding increases. The marked features are used
to help the recovery of target features when the correct
image has been sampled, as described below.

The first step in cued recall, as in recognition, involves
the rapid and sure access to the lexical/semantic image
of the test word. Let us assume that this image receives
temporary inhibition (for a few hundred milliseconds), so
that it will not dominate immediately subsequent re-

trieval from other lexical/semantic or episodic images.
The subsequent stages of retrievalproceed using as a probe
the retrieved content features of the test word, the sen
sory features representing the input of the test word, and
current context features: (l) These probe features are
used as in recognition to generate a set of likelihood ra
tios, one for each image (associative marking plays no
role yet). The activated images tend to include episodic
images and exclude the lexical/semantic images, because,
except for the image matching the test word (which has
been inhibited), the lexical/semantic images of other
words mismatch on most word features and many con
text features. (2) The likelihood ratios are compressed 15

(raised to a fractional power, 1]) and sampled according
to a Luce choice rule (as in SAM; the probability of choos
ing image k is },,7/'I,},,]). (3) Features of the sampled
image are recovered. We assume that all the features cor
responding to the test word are recovered, as are of all
the associatively marked features ofthe target part of the
image. In addition, a proportion of the nonmarked fea
tures in the target part of the image are recovered (the
proportion based on the likelihood ratio for this image).
(4) A new likelihood ratio is calculated according to the
match to the test word features plus context only. If the
ratio is above a threshold, the sampled image is accepted
as the "correct" one; if not, either another sample is taken,
or recall attempts cease (when the number of unsuccess
ful samples exceeds a criterial value). (5) The currently
activated image is inhibited temporarily. (6) Once an
image is accepted, the remaining recovered features (plus
context) are used in a probe oflexical/semantic memory,
in an attempt to produce an overt recall. (This phase of
return to the lexical/semantic images might require some
inhibition of the weight given to the current context fea
tures.) The likelihood ratios are calculated as usual. The
ratios are compressed and sampled. When a reasonable
number ofword features are in the probe, there will again
be a strong tendency to sample the lexical/semantic rep
resentation of that word, in preference to other lexical
images, or even other episodic images (since the match
ing episodic image has been inhibited). The image sam
pled is output as a recall if its likelihood ratio is above a
threshold value. (7) The system returns to Step 6, and
sampling with the same set of cues continues. (8) Sam
pling ceases, and recall stops, if a threshold number of
unsuccessful samples occurs. (It is conceivable that the
threshold for cessation depends on the number of word
features that have been recovered.)

This cued recall model is meant to illustrate one plau
sible way in which retrieval from episodic images and re
trieval from lexical/semantic images could work hand in
hand to allow recall to take place. At various times during
this process that lasts up to several seconds in duration,
it is necessary for the retrieval system to focus primarily
on episodic or primarily on lexical/semantic images, to
"find" images other than the first and strongest one ac
cessed, and to operate without undue distortion caused
by the presence ofone or more images that match the probe
cues very well. A partial account of the way in which



such retrieval could be managed might involve tempo
rary inhibition of the image just sampled (which could
operate automaticaIly). Other factors could operate as
well, such as rapid attention shifts between context and
content cues, or the possibility that access to different
types of images could occur in parallel. These possibili
ties would have to be explored through appropriate sim
ulations, and must be left to future research.

Lexical/Semantic Access, and Implicit Memory

We take the view that the same general mechanisms
should apply in episodic, generic, semantic, procedural,
and implicit memory tasks, even though many of these
require that retrieval be focused on general knowledge
rather than recent events. However, in tasks primarily re
quiring access to lexical/semantic images, it seems likely
that the reliance on context features in the probe wiIl be
reduced. Note that it is probably impossible to remove
context cues entirely, since they are continuously present
in the internal and external environment, and their pres
ence may reflect unintentional "leakage" rather than any
intentional strategy. Another way to focus retrieval on
lexical/semantic images might involve manipulation of
thresholds. If there is a threshold for activation based on
total number of relevant features, it is conceivable that
the subject can increase this threshold to the point at which
most episodic images would not be activated. In either
event, lexical/semantic retrieval can then proceed accord
ing to the rules already described. Judgments such as
lexicality and general word familiarity might be based
on summed likelihood ratios (as in episodic recognition),
and recall could be carried out as it is for episodic free
and cued recall tasks.

Lexical decision tasks are an interesting case. For nor
mal lexical decision tasks in which the test items are pre
sented above threshold, the activation and subsequent
sampling ofthe relevant image, ifthere is one, will occur
quickly and with high probability, so a process akin to
cued recall, based especially on the recovery phase fol
lowing sampling, could be posited to govern the deci
sion. On the other hand, a process analogous to episodic
recognition would also make a plausible model: the lex
ical decision could be based on the sum ofthe likelihood
ratios for activated images (such a model might be nec
essary for lexical decisions when the presented word is
at threshold). These alternative models require explo
ration in future research.

In implicit memory tasks, we argue that access to lex
ical/semantic images is the basis for decisions, but that
such images have been modified by recent episodic pre
sentations. For example, suppose the task is threshold
identification. The probe cues would be visual form fea
tures plus context. Repetition priming effects (i.e., the
gain caused by presentation of the flashed word in a re
cent list) would be due to the alterations in the lexical/se
mantic image of the flashed word that took place during
its list presentation. The context and new content fea
tures that were added to the lexical/semantic image dur-
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ing the list presentation would increase the match to the
probe cue at the subsequent threshold test.

These speculations and comments concerning extrap
olations of the present model into domains other than
that of explicit, episodic, recognition are of course the
proper domain of future articles and research, but they
help provide a more general context in which to view the
present theoretical research effort. Focusing only on the
specific recognition model, it seems safe to say that it
provides a quite simple and robust account of the basic
phenomena of recognition memory, including phenom
ena that have caused difficulties for other recent models.
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NOTES

I. Dr. Raaijmakers is Professor of Psychology at the University of
Amsterdam; Dr. Schooler has been a NATO postdoctoral fellow at the
University of Amsterdam, and a postdoctoral trainee on an NIMH
Training Grant in Modeling of Cognitive Processes at Indiana Univer
sity. Other researchers on the general project include Dave Huber at In
diana, and Chris Schrijnemakers, Rene Zeelenberg, and Diane Pecher
at the University of Amsterdam.

2. The precise form ofthis distribution is probably not critical; we
looked less thoroughly at a two-point distribution, with values of 0 and
I, and it seemed to produce predictions similar to those reported in the
paper for most of the phenomena under discussion.

3. The assumption that no error correction occurs is made for sim
plicity and expediency, but is not likely to be strictly true. Relaxations
of this assumption are discussed later in the article.

4. For convenience, it has been assumed that the error in the system
occurs during storage. It would not change the model in any way to as
sume instead that the error occurs during retrieval, or occurs during both
storage and retrieval. Reference to Equation 3 makes it clear that the
critical probability is defined in terms of the probability of matching
feature values between test probe and image.

5. In this model, information concerning presentation frequency
would have to be encoded in the feature values ofthe single image. The
possibility that a repeated word might be represented by several images
is incorporated in REM.3.

6. The degree to which recall of a particular image is used to sup
plement a decision based on familiarity is a topic ofconsiderable recent
research. Although we adopt the one-process approach here, we do not
wish to rule out the two-process approach. Even if two processes are
used, the one-process model might produce accurate predictions ifthose
trials on which image recall produces a positive response are trials on
which a response based on familiarity would have also produced a pos
itive response (most of the time). Later in this article we discuss recall,
and it will be seen that a correlation of this kind is most likely.

7. The reliability of empirical slope estimates is unclear. We have
found it necessary to collect an amount of pseudodata several times the

amount usually collected empirically in order to obtain stable theoreti
cal predictions.

8. Since the distractor odds are an average of n samples from the d
image likelihood ratio distribution, and the target odds are the same ex
cept that one of the d-image samples is replaced by an s-image sample,
it is easy to show that, in theory, Var(Distractor Odds)/Var(Target
Odds) = n/[n - I + Var(AT )/Var(A.D )]. The square root of this expres
sion is the theoretical ratio of standard deviations (assuming that the
variances are finite), but this ratio has little relation to the NRS calcu
lated from multiple criteria. Note that any monotonic transformation of
the odds and criteria, including the log transform, produces identical d'
values, hit and false alarm rates, ROC curves, and NRSs; The approxi
mate linearity of the normal ROCs (despite the non-normal odds distri
butions) may be due in part to the existence of a transform of the raw
odds which approximately converts the major portion of the center of
both distributions to normal distributions (as seen in Figure 4. a log
transform does not quite do the job). For a related discussion of these
issues, see Lockhart and Murdock (1970).

9. The SAM model incorporated a tradeoff of item and context
strength, so that it did not necessarily predict a change in the list strength
effect as the strength difference between strong and weak words in
creased. REM (and probably the other models relying on differentiation
mechanisms) predicts an increasing gain due to stronger other words, as
the strength difference between strong and weak words increases. This
prediction has not been adequately tested.

10. This model predicts changes in the mirror effect for word fre
quency with list length. Bowles and Glanzer (1983) observed an effect
of this sort, but it was nonsignificant. In any event, the lengths that they
used did not provide a strong test of this prediction.

11. One might wonder what would happen if the study list contained
word pairs but repetitions of individual words occurred as part of re
arranged pairs, so that no pair was repeated. Murnane and Shiffrin
(1991 b) studied this issue and discovered that this form of repetition
does produce a list strength effect (repeated items harm recognition of
other items). This finding is consistent with the mechanism suggested
in this article, since an entire pair (say, AB) would not as often match a
rearranged pair (say, AC) well enough to trigger the common storage
mechanism.

12. In some model variants, such as those discussed in Appendix B,
it is necessary to have a second threshold that must also be passed: The
number of nonzero features in the image that have corresponding
nonzero features in the memory probe must exceed '2 (some small
number). In REM.4, r is set to such a high value that weak images
would never exceed threshold. so '2' even were it incorporated in the
present model, would not come into play.

13. There are of course many situations in which it would be useful
to reinstate some older context in order to access memory. How older
context might be reinstated is an interesting question with several pos
sible answers, but it cannot be taken up in this article.

14. There is a good deal of data suggesting that a recall strategy is in
deed used in associative recognition. To take just one example from our
laboratory, Peter Nobel (1996) has shown that the distributions of re
sponse times in associative recognition are much slower and more
skewed than in other recognition tests, and that they are similar to those
seen in cued recall tests.

15. lt is easy to show that the probability of an image containing the
test word, given that some image on the list does, is just Ak / LA j . If so,
it would be optimal to sample first the image with the highest it. Simu
lations revealed that cued recall would be too efficient with this as
sumption. In addition, some preliminary simulations suggested that
probabilistic sampling with 1] = 1.0 also led to too efficient sampling,
but this issue has to be explored more carefully.
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APPENDIX A

In this Appendix we present the basic derivations for REM.I. and discussion of related models.

REM .t
The odds for the test word being old (0) over new (N) equals the likelihood ratio of observing the data D

(representing the set of Dj for all images. where Dj is the set of matching and mismatching values for imagej)
for an old or new test times the prior odds for an old or new test (prior odds indicated by a subscript of 0).

P(OID) _ P(DIO) PolO)

P(N ID) P(D IN) Po(N) .
(AI)

(A2)

(A3)

The prior odds will usually be the odds of an old item being provided during the test. and we shall assume
this to be 1.0. as is true in most studies. Furthermore. when an old item is tested. there is an equal probabil
ity that its image will be any of the images from I to n. Let Sj and Nj represent the events that imagej is an S'

image (an image stored for the test word) and a d-image (an image stored for some word other than the test
word). respectively:

P(OID) = P(DIO) = i P(DIS;)P(Sj) =li P(D ISj)

P(N ID) P(D IN) j=\ P(D IN) n j=\ P(D I N)

n P(DjISj)TIp(D,IN,) n P(DIS) n

= .LI '''I = .L I j j = .L ~). .
nj=\p(DjINj)np(D,IN,) nj=IP(DjINj) nj=1 j

where P(Dj IS;)IP(Dj IN;) = Aj. Now let Vk be the value of the kth feature in the probe. Vkjbe the value of the
kth feature in the jth image. m be the number of features in the probe. and M and Q be the set of indices for
the nonzero features that match and mismatch. respectively.

Because a zero entry implies that a feature did not get stored. a zero entry provides no differential evidence
that the image is an s-image rather than a d-image, so:

A
j

=fI PUkj ISj,vk) = n P(Vkj ISj,vd n P(Vkj ISj' Vk ) •

k=1 P(Vkj IN j' Vk ) kEM P(Vkj I N j• Vk) kEQ P(Vkj IN j,vd

where the first product is for the features that match. and the second for the features that mismatch. Equa
tion A3 is the same as Equation 3 in the main text. but written in a different format.

A mismatching feature in an s-image must not have been copied and hence must have had a value stored
"randomly." Let g( V) be the probability of storing value V by the "random" process. Make the assumption
that the process of random storage produces feature values that have the same distribution as those in the pop
ulation at large. Then

(A4)

(AS)

(A7)

(A6)

Let n
jq

be the number ofnonzero features in the jth image whose value mismatches the corresponding value
in the probe. Then Equations A3 and A4 give

rt n P(l'k j I SjJk )
Af=(l-c)" .

kEM P(Vkj INf·l'k )

Suppose that the system carries out calculations as if a d-image and an s-image had been stored as the re
sult of equal amounts of study time. Then. for a d-irnage, the probability of storing a value is u (based on m
attempts at storage with probability u* each attempt). and the probability that the result will be Vis g( V). For
an s-irnage having a feature with value V. the probability of storing it is 11 (again based on m attempts at stor
age with probability u* each attempt). and the probability of copying it is c. and of storing it "randomly" with
value V is g( V). The us cancel in the numerator and denominator. giving

n n c+(l-c)g(VkJ )
Aj=(l-c)" .

kif g( Vk; )

If g( V) has a geometric distribution. as given by Equation I in the main text. then
I' -I

1 n n c+(l-c)g(l- g)!'
ILf =(l-c) " J' _I

kE.I/ g(l- g) !,

Equation A7 is the same as Equation 4A in the main text. In Equations 4A and A7. all features are multi
plied separately; in Equation 4B. the features are grouped according to equal value.
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Note-There are a number of points in these derivations whereother assumptions would have produced quite different
results. Forexample, we have been assumingthat the probe containsa complete set of feature values. If the probe should
containa randomly chosen subset of features, but a subset similar to that chosenfor that same wordat study, one wouldex
pect the s-irnage to contain manymorenonzero featuresthan d-images would. In this case, the numberof features found in
an imageprovides evidence concerningwhetherit is an s-image, regardless of the degree of matchingof thosefeatures. To
takea relatedexample,suppose that thereare two levelsof strengthrepresented in the images (sayhalf the wordsare stud
ied for longertimes than others). Thenan optimalcalculation by a systemthat"knew" this fact wouldassigna probability
basedon eachpossiblepartition of the imagesinto the "strong" and"weak"sets.

Distributions ofthe Likelihood Ratios, Aj
For a d-image, termed Nj ,

Similarly, for an s-image, termed Sj'

[I] P(D IN)
E -ISj =IP(DjISj) ) ) =IP(DjINj)=1.0.

Aj D
J

P(Dj ISj ) D,

Although these distributions have a mean of 1.0, they are markedly skewed. To obtain an odds, n of these
values are averaged. For distractors the mean obviously stays at 1.0, but by the central limit theorem the av
erage, and hence the odds, tends toward the normal distribution as n increases. To obtain the odds for targets,
an average is taken of one sample from the s-image distribution and n-I samples from the d-image distrib
ution. The mean will be (n-I )In + (lln)E[Aj ISj]' which drops toward 1.0 as n increases and, by the central
limit theorem. becomes increasingly normal.

A Note on More Complicated Models
The simplest versions of REM allow the odds to be derived in a pleasingly simple form, consisting of an

average of likelihood ratios. A variety of more complex models can be proposed, in which the system is al
lowed to contain different categories of images of different types (e.g., on and off the list; different levels of
storage strength; different degrees of similarity or overlap of features). If one makes precise assumptions
about what the system "knows" about these factors, it is usually possible to write down the expression for the
odds in a combinatoric form. The problem is that there the expressions do not simplify, and there is a com
binatoric explosion ofterms to be calculated, making simulation of the exact solution impossible in real time.
This can be illustrated with one ofmany possible examples: suppose the system knows that halfof the list items
are strong, and half of them weak. When one writes down the probability of. say, the data D given a new test
word, one must consider every partition of the images into two equal-sized sets, one assumed to represent the
strong images and one the weak images, writing down the probability ofeach times the probability ofthat par
tition (which is one over the number ofpartitions). The number ofpartitions tends to be inordinately large, mak
ing real-time simulations impractical. In addition, the top and bottom of the odds expression each contains a
huge sum of terms, so that the simple cancellation that occurred for the simple model does not occur, and the
results no longer consist of some function of the likelihood ratios for individual images. These considerations
led us to the "approximate" solutions used in REM.3, REMA, and REM.5, in which the system continues to
use the likelihood ratios in the same way, although the underlying justification is no longer strictly accurate.

APPENDIXB

In this appendix, we present an alternative treatment of the case in which all activated images tend to have
a subset of features in common (such as context features j.

In this class of models, it is not assumed that the system "knows" which are the context features. As a re
sult, under the assumption that an image is a d-image, the observed degree of matching for a given feature
could be due to either of two cases: (I) the feature in question is common to all images (and hence the resul
tant probability should be calculated as if the feature were in an s-irnage), or (2) the feature in question is not
one of the common features (and hence the resultant probability should be calculated as in the basic REM
model for d-image features).

It is not hard to adjust the basic likelihood equation to take into account this mixture of possibilities. All
one need do is replace the terms in the denominator of Equation A3 with an appropriate weighted average of
the terms in the numerator and denominator, where the weighting is determined by the probability of a com
mon feature in the total set of features. Let b be the assumed proportion ofcommon features among the whole
set of features. For simplicity, we assume that b reflects the proportion of context features. Also for simplic
ity, let us assume that the g value for context features is the same as for word features (even though in REMA
and REM.S we allowed a different value ofg for context features, to keep the size of the vectors and the time
to run the simulations low). Thus for 20 word features and 40 context features. b would equal 40/(40+20) =

2/3. The expression for the likelihood ratio then becomes
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Aj=IT P(~jISj'~)
k=lbP(~j ISj' ~ )+(l-b)P(~jIN j, ~)

=II P(~jISj'~) II P(~jISj'~)

kEM bP(~j ISj'~ )+(I-b)P(~jIN j, ~) kEQbPUkj Is, ~ )+(l-b)P(~jINj, Vk)

=II [ 11m(i) ] II[ l1q(i) ]
kEM bl1m(i)+(l-b)l1d(i) kEQ bl1q(i)+(l-b)l1d(i)

= [--l=£] n}q fI[ e+(l- e)g(l- gi-l
1 ]n'Jm. (B1)

1- be i=l be+(l-be)g(l- gy-
As usual, the odds is just the average of these terms over the activated images. It should be noted that this

version of the model considerably dilutes the diagnosticity of a matching feature with a large (i.e., unlikely)
value. In the previous model, such a feature would produce a large factor in favor of the image being an s
image, since such a match would be unlikely to occur by chance. In the present model, such a match could
occur because this feature was one of the ones in common to all the activated images (e.g., one of the context
features). This change in diagnosticity is reflected in the denominator of Equation B1.

Because feature frequency no longer plays a large role in this model, the feature frequency approach to the
word frequency effect is no longer adequate. We apply this model, therefore, to length, strength, and list
strength effects only. Some other approach to the word frequency effect would therefore have to be added to
this model, but we do not do so in this article.

In some respects, this model might be preferred to the one presented in the main text, because it does not
require a two-phase approach to decision, with context features being used to select a set ofactivated images,
and word features being used to make a decision within this set. Instead, a single calculation of likelihood ra
tios is made across all images having enough features to pass a threshold for number of relevant features; the
likelihood ratios above a likelihood threshold determine the activated images. The threshold for number of
relevant features is needed because the likelihood threshold in this model needs to be set well below 1.0. There
are presumably many extralist images that are stored very weakly, with almost no features; these weak images
would have to have likelihood ratios not too far from 1.0 (because they have few factors in the products in
Equation B I) and hence would pass the likelihood threshold. If these images were not eliminated from con
sideration, they would swamp the likelihood ratios for the list images. Thus the model has one extra param-
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Figure B1. List length data (repeated from Figure 3) and pre
dictions from the models presented in Appendix B. Columns 2
and 3: predictions corresponding to those in Figure 3 in columns
4 and 5, respectively (see Appendix B). The parameters were
those of Figure 3 for REM.4 and REM.5, exceptg = 0.3; c = 0.9;
T 1 = e- 4 ; T Z = 12; b = 2/3. The number oftime steps oftluctua
tion between the list context and the most recent extralist item
was 80; the context drift rate was 0.008.
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Figure B2. Strength and list strength data (repeated from Fig

ure 5) and predictions from the models presented in Appendix B.
Columns 2 and 3: predictions corresponding to those in Figure 5
in columns 4 and 5, respectively (see Appendix B). The param
eters were those of Figure 5 for REM.4 and REM.5, except g =
0.3; c = 0.9; 'T) =e- 4; 'T2 = 12; b = 2/3. The number of time steps
of fluctuation between the list context and the most recent extra
list item was 80; the context drift rate was 0.008.

eter, T2, the threshold for number ofrelevant features (the number of features that have a nonzero value in both
probe and image). The final decision is ofcourse based as usual on the average of the likelihood ratios for the
activated images.

We have simulated this model, and it does an excellent job: its predictions for length, strength, and list
strength are as good as those shown for REM. 1 through REM.5, as is illustrated in Figures 81 and 82. The
parameters that differ from those in the main text were: g = 0.3; c = 0.9; T j = e- 4; T2 = 12; the number of
time steps of fluctuation between the list context and the most recent extralist item was 80; the context drift
rate was 0.008.

Although this model has the advantage ofa "single-pass" approach to determining retrieval, it does require
that the parameter b, which is incorporated in the calculations of the likelihood ratio for each image, be ad
justed properly for each experimental situation. That is, some manipulation that changes the expected num
ber of common features would have to be allowed to change the value of b. Furthermore, any change in the
subject's choice of number of context features versus content features would also have to be allowed to
change b. This model will have to be contrasted with the model in the main text in future research.
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